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101. Large colour print of charge of 21st Lancers at Omdurman   Here is a large colourful print of the
Battle of Omdurman, 2nd September 1898, the decisive final engagement of The River War, in which
Winston Churchill took part in the charge of the 21st Lancers, which is depicted in this print. No pub-
lisher noted, but this is an old print done by chromo-lithography using a number of different colour inks
including a metallic gold. Most definitely not a modern four colour print. Image size is about 28 x 16.5
inches, mount is 32 x 22 ins., excellent condition. $300.00
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1 Churchill in large 1910 Irish cartoon

This was published as a supplement to The Weekly
Freeman, National Press, and Irish Agriculturist, on 30th
April, 1910. The caption has Churchill demanding papers
which are public property. It reprints part of his speech in
the House on 21st April, see p. 1563 in vol. II of The
Complete Speeches. Size 16 x 11 inches, drawings in
colour, paper browned, several tears.  $75.00

  

2 Churchill in large 1912 Irish cartoon

This was published as a supplement to The Weekly
Freeman, National Press, and Irish Agriculturist, on 3rd
february 1912. The caption quotes Churchill’s letter to
Lord Londonderry, regarding Churchill’s proposed speech
in Belfast and the violence likely to result. Size 16 x 11
inches, drawings in colour, some chips on top edges, very
clean and bright $75.00

  

3 OUR SKIPPER, colour portrait mounted
w stand up strut

This wartime piece published by Photochrom Ltd has a
colour portrait mounted on heavy card with a strut on the
rear, allowing it to stand on a desk. Size 5.5 x 8.5 inches.
These desktop displays are always in demand. $80.00

  

4 Original artists sketch of WW2
dustwrapper

The original artwork for the dustwrapper of the one volume
abridged edition of THE SECOND WORLD WAR.
This is the rough layout done by the artist from which the
final design evolved. the illustration shows this artwork
alongside the finished product. Painted in tempera paints
on light card, the design shows only the front cover and
spine. 8.5 inches high. This comes from the estate of the
artist. Clearly this is a one-of-a-kind item.  $400.00

  

5 War in Pictures, set of 6 in various
languages.

This finely printed propaganda magazine published by the
Ministry of Information, London. here are 6 different
issues, each in a different language: Arabic, English,
French, Portuguese, Swahili & Yoruba. Most of these were
distributed abroad at the time, so the survival rate is very
low. Churchill is on the cover of issue 49 in Arabic.
Scarce. $150.00

  

6 Large colour poster of Churchill in a blitz
scene

This large poster measures 40 x 24 inches. It shows a grim
Churchill inspecting a bombed area in London during the
Blitz of 1940. Produced in 1974 by Pictorial Education
Quarterly. $20.00

  

7 Chuchill at the despatch box in colour

This print is mounted on card and meant for hanging by a
loop of blue cord. Based on the painting by John
Leigh-Pemberton, it shows Churchill delivering  his
“This was their Finest Hour” spech on 18 June 1940, with
the Mace in the foreground. 11.5 x 10.5 inches.  $40.00

  

8 Wartime print of Churchill on board

This colour print shows Churchill striding with cane,
tank, battleships and planes in background. No indication
of maker, but says “The Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill,
C.H.” along bottom edge. 7.5 x 12 inches. Prior owner has
written “Died jan 29th 1965” in LR corner. Includes cord
for hanging. $60.00

  

9 1963 Churchill Paintings Calendar

This calendar was published by Hallmark who had
rep[roduction righst at the time for a selection of
Churchill’s paintings. Each of the 12 months has a
different painting in colour with somem background details
and a Churchill quote with signature. The front cover and
mailing envelope feature Palladian Bridge. Fine condition
in slightly worn original envelope. $75.00

  

10 Wartime darts game w Hitler Churchill
Chamberlain and others

This paper dart board featured most of the 1939-40
personalities of both sides, but Hitker’s big mouth was the
bull’s eye. About 16 inches square with some portions
worn through from use. Authentic wartime propaganda.
$55.00
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11 Churchill full page ad in 1941 Dutch
magazine Wereldnieuws

This news magazine pubklished in the Dutch East Indies ,
8 March, 1941. Holland is now Nazi occupied, but it is 9
months before the Japanese invade the Dutch east Indies.
Lovely full page ad of Churchill with cigar, text in Dutch
“Mundi Victor door Churchill hoogelijk gewaardeerd”.
$20.00

  

12 VICTORIE, 1941 Nazi paper in Dutch

This 12 page tabloid size newspaper dated August 1914 is
full of Nazi propaganda. the front page is a large cartoon of
a frighetned Churchill overtaking a running rabbit as he
flees Crete, Dunkirk, and etc. Inside are lots of photos
showing the slums of USA and the heaven on earth of
National Socialism. Back page has more cartoons with
several featuring Churchill and Roosevelt. paper browned,
slight edge wear. $20.00

  

13 Poster for final volume of Official
Biography

This 12 x 16 inch poster advertises a talk by Martin
Gilbert in 1988 on volume VIII Never Despair, to be given
at Blackwell's in Oxford. Although we didn't know each
other at the time, Wybrow and I were both present at the
event. $10.00

  

14 1942 Nazi magazine w Churchill cartoon.

Thios is the 21 June 42 issue of  Kladderadatsch, a German
political satire magzine. The centerspread features a big
cartoon of Churchill and Roosevelt as good pals with
Russians, set against the previous condemnation of the
Russians in a Punch cartoon of 1940. Size of centerspread
is 18 x13 inches. $6.00

  

15 large photo of WSC and party in surf
Jamaica 1953

This photograph is 14.5 x 10 inches, inscribed on the back
to Anna & Michael (Wybrow) from Eddie Murray,
Churchill’s bodyguard. It shows the Churchill party in the
surf at Ocho Rios, Jamaica. Written in white on the
margin are the names- Liz Gilliatt, Jo Sturdee, Christoper,
Saraah, Mary, Lady C, WSC. This was a vacation after
Churchill’s visit to USA. $100.00

  

16 TLS from Fred Woods re error in
Bibliography

This 1965 letter from Fred Woods to collector James
Gleichert thanking him for pointing out than an article
listed in the Bbliography was in fact by the other Winston
Churchill. This no doubt refers to C59 which was
corrected in the second edition.  $20.00

  

17 4 pp leaflet for Churchill speech 1900

This is a 4 page leaflet promoting a speech to be made at
Guildhall, Cambridge, on 2nd November, 1900. Topic was
the Boer war and entitled “The war as I saw it”. Page 2 has
a bnrief bio of young Churchill, page 3 a synopsis of the
lecture, and the rear has a photo of Churchill in Durban
after his escape. I have seen these type leaflets offered at
£750.00 ($1200.00) in London. Neatly torn down the fold
so in 2 pieces.  $400.00

  

18 An English Oak, poem mounted with
secretarial letter

This is a poem about Churchill entitled AN ENGLISH
OAK, written by Herbert Greene. A printed copy is
mounted alongside a letter from Chartwell with secretarial
signature thanking the writer for his poem and noting the
death of his father Graham Greene, an old Admiralty
colleague, not the writer. The pair mounted on card, ready
for framing. $125.00

  

19 1908 portrait of Churchill

Issued as a supplement with July 1908 issue of THE
BOOKMAN, this separate plate is a dark grey loose page
with a detailed halftone photo of a young ( in 1908 there
was no other) Winston Churchill seated with hands
clasped and wearing bow tie. Overall size 8 x 12 inches.
Fine condition $85.00

  

20 4 pp leaflet of 1907 Free Trade address by
Churchill

This leaflet advertises a meeting of the North-West
Manchester Liberal Association on Feb 4, 1907, at which
Churchill would give an address. the text can be found in
RRJ vol I p 709-718. The interior of the leaflet prints
patriotic songs to be sung at the meeting. $230.00
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21 The Cinque Ports and Their Lords
Warden

This 28 pp booklet in card covers lists all the Lords warden
and names the 5 ports, together with poems about these and
related towns by Edward Body, whose middle name could
be No.  $5.00

  

22 1945 Christmas card with Churchill photo

The card from The Abbey, North Berwick features a
picture of Churchill speaking at Linlithgow in June 1945.
Signed by the sender, who I suspect may be standing next
to Churchill. $10.00

  

23 Polish Meeting at Westminster cathedral
hall 1944

This document is 37 pages, duplicated on foolscap paper,
and reports a speech made by Dr. Tadeusz Bielecki on May
23, 1944. This speech has much criticism of Churchill’s
recently announced position to recognize Soviet “influence’
over certain parts of eastern Poland. Wybrow paid £15.00
for this in 1983, re-offered to you 20 years later at the same
price. $24.00

  

24 1941 Churchill Christmas card

This printed Christmas card features a photo of Churchill
“at the microphone’ on front, usual printed greetings
inside, signed and dated Christmas 1941. The right hand
edges are tinted red and blue, a brown stain on one corner.
Lovely genuine wartime item. $35.00

  

25 Master Churchill speaks at Gray's Inn
banquet

This Silver Jubilee number of GRAYA, the magazine for
members of Gray’s Inn (one of the ancient inns of court in
London) reports on the House Dinner held on 13th June
1952 to fete two honorary masters- Churchill and
Menzies, with a full report of the proceedings including
toatss, introductory speeches and remarks by Churchill.
This is an important document as this speech is not
published in The Complete Speeches, or anywhere else that
I can trace. $100.00

  

26 Westerham Churchill Centenary 1974

This 24 page booklet describes the various festivities in
westerham for the celebration of the Churchill centenary in
1974. List of events, background on local organisations,
letter from Clementine, places of interest. Cover in red and
black. Crisp unworn, small brown stain on rear cover.
$12.00

  

27 A Churchill keepsake- ltd. edition 1 of 350

This tiny 3 inch square booklet was published by the
Peacock press of Berkely, CA in 1967 in an edition of 350.
It has 12 pages plus blue card covers. Inside is a mint 5
cent US Churchill stamp and several pages of text
publishing Churchill’s comments on writing a book. First
one of these I have seen. $25.00

  

28 How and When the war Could Have
been Prevented

An obscure publication of 48 pages, published in 1923, its
purpose being to answer Churchill’s question in THE
WORLD CRISIS asking if the war could have been
prevented. the author, A.F. Campbell seems to feel
strongly that the answer is yes, and presnts his case with
much documentation. Interesting and scarce, privately
published, pale blue wraps. $30.00

  

29 Royal Academy of arts exhibition 1952

This small book of 144 pages in pale blue card covers lists
all the paintings dislayed at the annual exhibition at the
Royal Acdemy of Arts for 1947. Included is the listing of
four Churchill paintings on display. $6.00

  

30 STOP HITLER NOW poster

This poster from 1940 encourages Americans to donate
weapons and binoculars for civil defense purposes in
England. Printed in red and dark blue on heavy white card,
size 14 x 11 inches. $30.00
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31 V for VICTORY Paint Book with
Churchill message

This is a children’s colouring book, with flags of the
various Allied nations to be coloured in. The inside cover
reprints Churchill’s message “Do nor deapair brave
Norwegians...”. Front cover has all the flags in colour and
a big V. Published by Tuck, clearly a wartime item.
Unused, so get your crayons out. $24.00

  

32 THE SKIPPER, cardboard cutout of
Churchill

A wartime cut-out figure of The Skipper mounted on
cardboard with strut so it stands up. 9.5 inches high. Fine
bright condition. From Photochrom Ltd.  $60.00

  

33 Full programme for musical WINNIE

This musical was staged in the 1980’s at the Victoria Palace
Theatre in London. It starred Robert Hardy as Winnie.
This is the full 48 page programme as sold to theatre-goers
at the time. All the usual details on the cast.  $15.00

  

34 Fair Play for the Railways w Churchill
quote

This political leaflet produced by the Railway companies,
undated, but clearly pre war. On the front cover is a 1928
quote from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Winston
Churchill: “It is the duty of the State to hold the balance
even between road and rail.” 14 pages, 5 x 8 inches. VG
$12.00

  

35 Churchill book catalogue from J. Bowey
1974

This 20 page catalogue of Churchill was issued in 1974 by
J. Bowey, bookslller. In reality this was Michael Wybrow
using his first wife’s maiden name so that his
moonlighting would not come to the attention of his
employers. Prices are ridiculous by today’s standards, but
Michael has written some editorial comments about rising
prices pointing out that in 1940, you could have bought a
dozen pre 1930 first editions for five pounds with change
back.  $5.00

  

36 stack of Churchill speeches from Pictorial
History of the War

Hutchinson’s Pictorial History of the War was a massive
mult-volume work with thousands of illustrations. Initially
published in weekly parts, and later bound, it published
details of many of Churchill’s speeches as they were made.
here is a pile of cuttings from this work with a number of
such speeches. hardly a rare collectible, still a good read
with lots of relevant photos. $6.00

  

37 Formal portrait display poster

This formal portrait of Churchill from the studio of J.
Russel & Sons, printed on card and published by Raphael
Tuck & Sons Ltd. Excellent detail, probably printed by
gravure. 7.75 x 9.25 inches. Fine condition.  $80.00

  

38 Churchill Funeral scrapbook

This is a large 9.5 x 15 inch scrapbook, into which have
been pasted a number of cuttings, mostly on the funeral,
some in colour. A few later items added at the rear.
Nothing really scarce here. $4.00

  

39 Churchill's first speech 1897

It is generally accepted that Churchill’s first political speech
was delivered at Claverton Manor, near Bath, on 26th July
1897 at a Primrose League event. See the first entry in
RRJ. Here is a magazine article about Claverton Manor,
which is now a museum, together with an old photocopy of
the speech from the 1897 iussue of The Bath Chronicle,
along with the receipt from Bath Corporation which sold
the copy to Wybrow for 3s 6d in 1961. Also included is
Wybrow’s handwrtitten transcription of the speech. $10.00

  

40 They Used Firestone

This 32 page book features photos showing wartime uses of
Firestone rubber products such as tyres, selas, and
mountings. the front cover is a photo of a Jeep carrying
Churchill and Monty in the rear, on Firestone tyres of
course. You have to wonder how Wybrow ever found
this.... $15.00
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41 “JOHN BULL” Portfolio of War
Celebrities

The “JOHN BULL” Portfolio of War Celebrities,
containing 16 mounted photogravure portraits, with
biographical notes. Published 1914. The portraits are 5 x
7.5 ins, tipped onto A4 size sheets of dark brown card. The
final portrait is the yoiung First Lord of the Admiralty.
All in a brown portfolio, printed orange with photo King
George V on front. Authentic early ephemera. scarce.
$100.00

  

42 Churchill's Faith in the Bible

This short article appeared in the July 1943 issue of THIS
CAUSE WE SERVE, published by The Covenant
Publishing. An interesting comment on a subject seldom
discussed. paper browned, edge wear. $18.00

  

43 Dustjacket blurb on Europe's Fate 1947

This book by Gordon Sewell includes a blurb on the front
of the dustjacket continuing onto the front fap which
quotes some favourable remarks made by Churchill on a
United Europe. Typical Gollancz book with purple on
yellow dj. $3.00

  

44 The Churchill Hotel stationery folder

This deluxe portfolio for guests includes headed stationery,
envelopes, note pad, post cards, telegraph blanls and a book
of matches. Undated, but I would guess 1970’s. $5.00

  

45 Churchill Songs 1990 at The Royal Albert
Hall

The annual ritual at Harrow of Churchill songs became a
majopr event at the Albert hall for the 50th anniversary in
1990. This deluxe glossy programme reports on past
“songs” with Churchill’s comments over the years. $10.00

  

46 Sales brochure for Stour, Randolph’s
house in Suffolk

This deluxe illustrated brochure offers for sale by auction,
the home of the late Mr. Randolph Churchill, with 5
professional photos and a 2 colour map at the rear. Lovely
grub, indeed. In one photo I can see 4 perfect copies of IN
THE BALANCE, US 1sts in jackets, which Randolph
edited.... $40.00

  

47 Leonard Jerome’s House and the
Manhattan Cocktail

Bob Hasting’s was obsessed with all things Churchill, and
here is his file on the connection between the Jerome
House and the drink. It appears that the Jerome house
became The Manhattan Club, and this is where the drink
originated. The file contains correspondence with the
Bourbon Institute and the New York Public Library.
$2.00

  

48 Wedding invitation Mary Churchill &
Christopher Soames

Mr. & Mrs. Churchill request the honour....an original
invitation to the wedding at St. Margaret’s Westminster
11th February, 1947. This invitation was for Mrs. Jack.
Apparently stuck in a scarpbook, it is now torn from a
rough removal. $9.00

  

49 Order papers marking Churchill's
retirement 1964

Here are original copies of the House of Commons Order
papers for 28th and 30th July, 1964, where a motion is
made for the House to thank Churchill for his services and
send a small committee to “wait upon the Right
Honourable gentleman”. It is interesting to note that this
committee included his arch Labour foe, Manny Shinwell.
The 30th july issue prints Churchill’s response to the
House. You could have had these for 10 shillings in 64,
but now. $24.00

  

50 Churchill Cancer appeal in MY
GARDEN 1946

Ad on page 433 of the May 1946 issue of MY GARDEN
has a photyo of Churchill and a quote from a letter from
him praising the work of The Royal Cancer Hospital. A
very obscure item. $4.00
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51 The Churchill Picture Medal sales leaflet

This sumptuous brochure describes the Churchill Picture
medal, issued by Toye, Kenning & Spencer in 1974. It
looks like a thick bronze medal but contains a series of
circular paintings within. 12 pages, colour printiung. $4.00

  

52 Woodford Centenary Exhibition
Catalogue

This catalogue lists 182 items displayed at this special
exhibition held in Woodford Green in November 1974.
Many of the items come from the collections of Donald
Forbes and David Thomas. 14 pages, duplicated and
stapled. $8.00

  

53 Honorary Citizen of the United States,
exhibition guidebook 1963

This 12 page plus illustarted cover booklet explains the
exhibition in the National archives in 1963. Also included
are copies of the Procamation and the official Presidential
Documents entry. $25.00

  

54 menu from Winston's Pizza

Here is laminated menu from a pizza shop Lancashire. The
pizza’s and deserts are named after Churchill related items.
Instead of pepperoni, we have the “Pretoria”, and so on.
Good fun. $3.00

  

55 Sir Winston’s Letter on the Common
Market

Appearing in the 15th September 1962 issue of WEEKLY
NEWS LETTER, this letter was written by Churchill to
the chairman of his constituency. Woods classifies this as
Db117/1. $10.00

  

56 making of the film Young Winston

here is asmall collection of articles on the making of this
maovie. Shown is a copy of CINEMA SOUTH with a
two page article and cover photo. Also included are nine
newspaper cuttings, some illustrated, mostly on the making
of the film. $5.00

  

57 Programme from the Grand Habitation
Demonstration

Programme from the Grand Habitation Demonstration of
The Primrose League at the Royal Albert Hall 1953. Photo
of Churchill, Grand Master, on front.. 4 pages, 8.5 x 11
inches. $15.00

  

58 Churchill Collectors Club newsletters

here is a group of 6 assorted newsletters from 1979-1981.
This seems to a group of UK collectors organised by Fred
Hambrook $6.00

  

59 Minories Exhibition Poster 1966

here is a poster from an Exhibition to Illustrate the Life of
Sir Winston Churchill, Feb-Mar 1966 at the Minories,
Colchester. Size 15 x 20 inches, folded but otherwise
unmarked $15.00

  

60 VE Day issue of News Chronicle, original

Here is the May 8. 1945 issue of the (London) News
Chronicle, with Banner headline TODAY IS V DAY,
continuing with news “Churchill speaks at 3 p.m. This is
an original with the red printing in the top corner, paper
well browned, folded in half. Churchill’s Greatest Day!!
$30.00
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61 Maidstone Right February 1965

MAIDSTONE RIGHT, newspaper for Maidstone
Conservative Association,  Feb 65, with cover photo of
Churchill. It also reprints an interesting comment from
Churchill made in 1950 about “melting down the treasures
of the past”, which seems still relevant today. $3.00

  

62 PARADE Magazine European Victory
Number 1945

PARADE was the British Forces magazine. This copy
from the Middle east with prices in PT, Pmils, etc. This
special number with thicker covers includes a picture of
Churchill and the Royal family on the balcony on the first
page, also picture “The Victory of the Common Man” with
1941 Churchill words. Lots of interesting articles and
cartoons. Several pages torn, but no losses. $6.00

  

63 Private Eye Libel issue and retraction in
newspaper

The great Private Eye Libel case. In the 8 Feb 63 issue,
Private Eye made a number of negative comments about
Winston and also about Randolph's biography of him.
Randolph took the magazine to court and a legal landmark
case resulted in a full page retraction being printed in the
Evening Standard ( London’s leading paper) on March
15th. Here are both the offending Private Eye and the
newspaper with the retraction. Grovelling doesn’t get any
better. $25.00

  

64 Colour "stills" from Young Winston set of
10

A group of “stills” in colour from the film YOUNG
WINSTON, starring Simon Ward. These are 8 x 10
reprints of colour photos taken from the film. There are 10
different scenes such as armoured train, Lord and Lady
Randolph, Omdurman battle, Malakand fighting, etc.
$30.00

  

65 Public Opinion Oct 1913 w Chuchill
cartoon

This weekly review style paper from 1913 has a cartoon of
Churchill and DLG on the front page, with First Lord
Churchill competing for budgets. $2.00

  

66 Churchill in full page radio ad

This ad takes a full page in the Sunday Observer of 18 Nov
64. “What would Churchill have made of the idea that
nobody listens to radio?” $1.00

  

67 Navy Estimates- Parliamentary Debates
31st March 1913

This is the official report of debates in the House of
Commons, usually referred to as Hansards. Churchill has
a lot to say as First Lord of the Admiralty in defending his
budget estimates for the Royal Navy. Lots of cut and thrust,
but all very polite. 175 pages, blue wraps, rusted staples.
$10.00

  

68 1953 Report on Knights of the Garter

This 32 page book published by The Society of the Friends
of St. Georges and the Descendants of the Knights of the
Garter. Includes 16 photos of the various figures adoning
the chapel of St. Georges , details of works done in the
year, etc. Laid in are 3 related documents. card cover
printed in red, blue, and gold. $8.00

  

69 Life and Loves of Jennie Churchill

A TV Times souvenir from the Thames television series.
64 pages, lots of colour. Scenes from the TV series
intermixed with photos of the real events. Lee Remick stars
as Jennie $4.00

  

70 Sotheby's catalogue 1986 sale of
Churchill's car

This profusely illustrated catalogue for an auction of classic
cars and memorabilia includes a phoito and details of a
Morris car registed to Lady Churchill from 1961-64. The
description states “purchased by... Sir Winston and given
by him to Lady Churchill for her personal use”.  $8.00
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71 Lettice Marston's foreign exchange for
1949 trip to France

Back in the 1940’s foreign exchange transactions were
tightly controlled by governements, making travel abroad
difficult. Churchill travelled to Aix-en-Prvence in August
1949, accompanied by family and staff including Lettice
Marston, see p426 vol 8 of OB. Here is her official Banque
de France record of French Francs transactions. A unique
personal item. size 15 x 11 inches $15.00

  

72 David Lloyd George Centenary ceremony

This event was held in 1963 at University College of
North Wales (of course) This is a 12 page booklet on coated
paper, inlcudes a full page photo, stapled and with a green
binding cord in stiff card covers, plus a 3 page supplement
of the text of the various tributes including the one from 89
year old Winston Churchill to his old friend. $10.00

  

73 A Celebration of Champagne, Pol Roger
of course

Glossy brochure, high quality colour photos, published
1988. tells some of the history of Pol Roger and has a
picture of the gift to The National Trust to replace the trees
at Chartwell damaged in the big storm of 87. $8.00

  

74 Letter giving bearer access to Churchill
during the General Strike of 1926

Here is an autograph note from Commander Locker
Lampson, who was Churchill’s private secratary in 1926
stating “The bearer, Mr. Britten Austin is the author of
the article being set up “inside”. Let him to see Mr.
Churchill and talk his article over with him” signed O.
Locker Lampson. This is the real stuff, not a souvenir.
$20.00

  

75 Churchill poem in 1915 german book

This small book entitles Feinde Ringsum published 1915
in hamburg. On page 41 is 3 stanza poem “Flieg,
Churchill, Flieg”. Included is a handwritten translation
into English. Scarce WW1 item $24.00

  

76 Planning for Reconstruction 1943

a wartime book PLANNING FOR
RECONSTRUCTION” listed here as it has a nice cover
portrait of Churchill laying bricks, and a quotation on the
back from 9 Nov 43 speech.  $6.00

  

77 review of THE AFTERMATH, 1929

THE BOOK REVIEW, issue of May 1929. Published by
R.R. Bowker, who today are best known as publishers of
Books in Print. This is a 36 page journal with bright
yellow wraps. Of interest to readers of this catalogue is the
review Churchill’s THE AFTERMATH on page 14,
reviewed by Trumbull White. A good clean copy except for
heavily rusted staples $15.00

  

78 Churchill in war cabinet, first day of war
1939, Daily Sketch

This original newspaper is dated 4 May 1939, announces
that Britain is at war. Churchill’s appointemt to the cabinet
is a sub headline and then described in an article on page 3.
This is not a repro- paper well browned and “latest war
news” in red ink. $20.00

  

79 Eddie Marsh's portrait photo of Winston
Churchill

This early portrait of a pre 1914 Churchill sat on the desk
of his close friend Eddie Marsh for many years. Upon his
death in 1953, Christopher Hassell gave this photo to
Alan Jefferson, who has written a detailed explanation of
the circumstances of its acquisition and giving it to
Wybrow in 1973. This is an exceptional association. Image
size 5 x 7.5 inches $250.00

  

80 GRIM GLORY, Pictures of Britain
under fire

This book contains 109 photos of mostly blitz damage. The
book is dedicated to Churchill and has a picture of him,
Chalk cliffs in backr=ground, with quoute “We shall
defend our island....: on final 2 pages. Interesting reading
and some superb pictures $15.00
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81 Collecting Winston S. Churchill, article by
Bernard Farmer

This single page article is from the July 1958 issue of THE
LADY. Mr. Farmer should be familiar to Churchill
collectors as the author of the first Bibliography, preceding
Woods by 11 years.  $4.00

  

82 THE ISLAND RACE, salesman's
sample

This was apparently used as a pre publication sample to
solicit orders for this book. Wybrow was employed as a rep
for a book publisher, so would have ready access to such an
item. It consists of a complete dustwrapper, folded only
once around a folder of green card, and inside a single sheet
specially printed with 4 non consecutive pages to show the
titel page and several of the superb colour illustrations. Fine
condition, completely genuine- ypu could not make this
from a book. $75.00

  

83 TWO FIRST EDITIONS, 1959 article
by Fred Woods

This 3 page article appeared in The American Book
Collector for January 1959.  Woods discusses in detail the
publication history of “first” editions of Savrola and The
Cecond World war, two works where the US editions came
first. he includes lots of data on galley proofs, revisions,
and printing quantities. Plenty of beef here for the serious
collector. $40.00

  

84 VICTORY DAY Souvenir programme
1946

This 4 page leaflet printed in red and blue gives deatils of
the parade routes, pictures of the top leaders, travel and
entertainment nores, and , of course, Churchill and the V
sign on the front cover $12.00

  

85 Poster with Churchill poem

This is a well known poem “ When half the world was deaf
and mute you told of wrath to come; when others fingered
on the flute you thundered on the drum”. I beleive this was
written by Duff Cooper. Printed in two colours with
decorative border, size 9.5 x 13 inches, highly suited to
framing. $75.00

  

86 Wedding congrats telegram from
Churchills

This colourful GPO telegram sent from Mr. and Mrs.
Churchill on 12 Sep 53 to Mr. and Mrs. Shillingford on
their wedding day. Lettice (Martson) was a secretary to the
Churchill’s for many years and met her future husband
during an RAF station visiot with Churchill. Back in the
50’s, telegrams were special, more so than letters. This is
the real thing from lettice’s archives, eventually acquired by
Wybrow. $20.00

  

87 Original letter to Churchill from
Chairman of North Thames Gas 1956

This letter from the Chairman of the Gas Board responds
to statements made about price fixing by the Gas Boards.
Attached is a 5 page confidential statement from the
Chairman about costs and prices. This is not a copy, is
signed in ink. I have no idea how this came into Wybrow’s
hands.  $50.00

  

88 The Young Hussar Comes Back

This is a single page article from THE SOLDIER of July
1956, showing a visit by the Colonel of the regiment
(WSC) to The 4th Queen’s own Hussars. I really liked the
last picture “Nobody wore more medals on parade than the
Colonel.” $4.00

  

89 letters between Fred Woods and Michael
Wybrow

Here is an intersting exchange of letters from 1962.
Wybrow had invited Woods to see his collection to assist
in completing the Bibliography. Woods was unable to
visit. Wybrow had sent a sample list of unusual books he
had. Woods has marked this list up with “in”, “out”, or
“add.” It is a pity that Woods did not get there in time, as I
can assure you that Wybrow had much that he missed.
This gives an insight into the work of compiling this
Bibliography. $30.00

  

90 photo of Churchill and Lawrence on
camels in Egypt

Here is an 10 x 8 photo of Churchill, T.E. Lawrence and a
number of others sitting astride camels in front of the
Sphinx and pyramids at Giza. Included is a letter from
H.A. Redburn telling Wybrow of the source of the photo-
a friend of Curt  (Zoller) has the original negative and
made this for him, etc., etc. $10.00
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91 The Royal Academy Illustrated 1957

This book illustrates a selection of the paintings from the
1957 Summer Exhibition at The Royal Academy of Arts.
This year there was one painting by Churchill- Black
Swans at Chartwell. 7 x 9.5 inches, coated paper, 96 = xxiv
pages. I also have a few other years of this available.
$10.00

  

92 colour "painting" of Blenheim Palace

At first glance this seems to be an oil on canvas. In reality,
it is a print on textured board. Size 14 x 11 inches,
produced by Prints for Pleasure Ltd.  $16.00

  

93 Churchill on promotional blotter c. 1913

This promotional blotter advertisers a drinks merchant in
South West London. Photo shows First Lord Churchill
in uniform. Size about 6 x 3.5 inches. $14.00

  

94 1944 party invitation in Edinburgh

This invitation is from Sir William Darling, Lord provost
of Edinburgh for a party in the Charlotte Rooms in that
city in 1944. It incorporates a photo of the Lord Provost
with Churchill during a visit to Edinburgh. The message
is, of course, That anyone who got to satnd that close to
Churchill must be a terribly important chap. 4.5 x 7
inches. $8.00

  

95 Telegram from to Churchill to trainer after
his horse wins, 1961

Here is the original telegram with office stamps, dated 9 Oc
61 sent to major Carey Foster Crofters with
congratulations after High Hat  won the Winston
Churchill Stakes at Hurst Park. $6.00

  

96 Calendar of war Events- CBC for Valiant
Years

This 24 page booklet provides a brief chronolgy of the
events of World War II. It was intended as a tool for
viewers of the TV series Winston Churchill: The Valiant
Years as broadcast by the canadian Broadcasting Co. in
1962. Sponsored by Rothmans.  4 x 8 inches. $20.00

  

97 1955 drawing of Churchill by Max Nauta

This is a print of a drawing done at Chartwell in 1955 by
artist Max Nauta. 8 x 11 inches. $35.00

  

98 Menu from The Sir Winston Churchill
Hotel, 1970’s

A menu form the Chartwell Grill at The Sir Winston
Churchill (Hotel) Rochdale (Lancashire) pricing indicates
early 70’s. 10.25 x 12.5 inches on heavy textured stock,
printed brown and red. Large image of Churchill on front
cover. The Fillet of Plaice is only 45p.  $8.00

  

99 Churchill's speech to US Congress 19
May 1943

Here is this famous speech to a joint session of Congress,
as reported in The Congressional Record. These appear to
be some sort of very old copies of the original 4 pages. 8.5
x 11 inches, paper starting to yellow. $5.00

  

100 Duty Pass to State Funeral for Arundel
Herald Extraordinary

Here is the pass issued in the name of The Earl Marshall,
Lord Norfolk to admit one of the officials to the State
Funeral of Churchill, in this case, the Arundel Herald
Extraordinary. 4 x 3 inches, this is the real thing, not a
mass produced souvenir. $45.00
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101 Large colour print of charge of 21st
Lancers at Omdurman

Here is a large colourful print of the Battle of Omdurman,
2nd September 1898, the decisive final engagement of The
River War, in which Winston Churchill took part in the
charge of the 21st Lancers, which is depicted in this print.
No publisher noted, but this is an old print done by
chromo-lithography using a number of different colour
inks including a metallic gold. Most definitely not a
modern four colour print. Image size is about 28 x 16.5
inches, mount is 32 x 22 ins., excellent condition $300.00
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